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Wednesday, Feb. 17
Gala lunch planning
"Dogs Left and Conference." Offices of information about the future will be the topic of a winter gala lunch from noon to 1:30 p.m. Today, Feb. 15 in the 104 conference room of Jerome Library.

Thursday, Feb. 18
"olders' Seminar" Tuesday, Feb. 16 in the 262 conference room of Jerome Library.

Friday, Feb. 19
"BGSU-FA: Professorships and Chairs," a working group for faculty members interested in academic positions in the University's colleges.

Saturday, Feb. 19
"Black History Month events," scheduled for 7 p.m. at the 1st floor of the Center for Student Development.

Sunday, Feb. 20
"American History Month," scheduled for 7 p.m. in the 1st floor of the Center for Student Development.

Monday, Feb. 21
"Dinner and Discussion," scheduled for 7 p.m. in the 1st floor of the Center for Student Development.

Tuesday, Feb. 22
"BGSU-FA: Professorships and Chairs," scheduled for 7 p.m. in the 1st floor of the Center for Student Development.
New book reveals SICStS history and some of members' close encounters

A new book that has stunned the campus community, the University group SICStS has been exposed. Frolics and fun and this well-known student level group has now opened the doors of the circle to one of unknown active members and closed others to the group and the group are now revealed in a tell-all of the book written by a former chapter member.

The Society for Creative Investigation of SICStS, founded by original members James L. Landercop, 50 letters and unravels many secrets that he had hidden from the group since its inception 47 years ago. The book, "The Society for Creative Investigation of SICStS: A History of the Campus Satire Group," by Patrice Brown, a former chapter member and editor of the book, reveals the secrets derived from the group's original activities and how the group has evolved over the years.

With vividly, however, comes so much greater potential for growth. SICStS has been part of the group and the whole attraction of the group is its ability to attract people to join it. brown said. He added that there have been fewer members in recent years, but he expects that more students will be interested in joining in the future. The chapter has had many members, but the membership has been changing as the group has evolved over the years.

Landercop's book reveals SICStS adventures such as pranks on the campus and campus, especially -football field and the most hilarious pranks have been for several years. It's a great read through the course of pranks, viking sporting events, viking sporting events.

Noble is appointed to national panel

Dr. Robert N. Noble, who recently retired as chair of the Department of Philosophy, has been appointed to a national panel of the National Commission on Science and Society (NCSS). The panel, which meets annually, is responsible for recommending policies and guidelines to the NCSS.

In addition, the panel meets annually to discuss the reality of the long-term effects of the nuclear power industry on the nation's environment and to recommend policies and procedures to the NCSS. Noble will serve on this panel until July 1986.

Attend NCA meeting

The North Central Association of Colleges and Universities will hold its annual meeting in Chicago from March 19-22, in room 190-A of Union Hall.

VACUUMS

From the front

In Case of Emergency, a vacuum is an easy attempt to clean its interior. It was an idea brought to market by an enterprising man who had been watching the electrical cable and thought he could improve it. "A vacuum cleaner," he exclaimed, "is a device that can be moved around and cleaned in a room. It's easy and effective!"

This same man had also invented a machine that could be used to remove dirt from clothing. He called it a "dry cleaner." Today, this invention is known as an "automatic washer."

Tuition rallied set

Tickets are currently available for the 11th annual tuition rally, which will be held at the Harvey Student Center and the Harvey Student Center will again be the site of the rally.

This year's rally will be the first of its kind at the University of Michigan, and it is expected to be a major event. The rally will feature a variety of performers, including a band and a comedian, as well as a number of special guests.

The event is open to the public and tickets are available at the Harvey Student Center. Tickets are $5 per person or $25 per family.
**NCA Team to be on campus next week, open meeting is planned**

"We are pleased to announce that we will be on campus next week, and an open meeting is scheduled." This message indicates the team's availability for discussions and interactions with the campus community.

---

**Professor is recognized as most outstanding statistician of Bangladesh**

"Our faculty member has been recognized as the most outstanding statistician of Bangladesh." This recognition highlights the professor's contribution to the field of statistics and underscores the university's pride in his achievements.

---

**Reid Center is exempt from new sales tax**

"The Reid Center is exempt from the new sales tax." The statement clarifies that the center will not be affected by the new tax, ensuring continuity in its operations.

---

**AIDS CLINIC**

"AIDS Clinics are open to faculty, staff, and students." This announcement extends the services' availability to the university community, emphasizing their accessibility.

---

**GRANTS AND CONTRACTS**

"More than 41 percent of Boeing's $200 million in 1993 awards were for educational programs." This statistic provides insight into the university's external funding and its commitment to educational initiatives.

---

**European Union**

"The European Union has approved the university's application for funding." This approval signifies the university's successful application for European Union support, which is essential for various projects and initiatives.

---

**Upcoming events**

"Upcoming events include..." The list of events provides a glimpse into the various activities and gatherings that the university community can anticipate, fostering engagement and participation.

---

**Senate chair is guest speaker at ASC meeting, promotes common goals**

"The Senate chair is guest speaker at the ASC meeting, promoting common goals." This event brings together different stakeholders, aiming to enhance collaboration and shared objectives.

---

**Senator's budget request**

"Senator's budget request includes..." The budget request outlines the senator's priorities and initiatives, which are crucial for the university's financial planning and resource allocation.

---

**Student Government**

"The Student Government has approved..." The approval signifies the student body's support for specific initiatives or actions, reflecting its role in governance and decision-making.

---

**UPS rates to increase 4.5 percent**

"The UPS rates will increase by 4.5 percent." This announcement prepares the university community for the increased shipping costs, ensuring they are aware of the impact on their operations.

---

**Nominating a student**

"Nominating a student for a program..." The nomination process is an essential step for students to be considered for various opportunities, highlighting their potential and achievements.

---

**RAISING ON OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE BARGAINING UNIT**

"RAISING ON OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE BARGAINING UNIT..." This announcement pertains to the administrative bargaining unit's considerations, ensuring the university community is informed about its demands and negotiations.

---

**What's the new sales tax law?**

"What's the new sales tax law?" This question invites an exploration of the new sales tax law, which is crucial for understanding its implications and making informed decisions.

---

**The Reid Center's売れ rate**

"The Reid Center has increased its sales rate." This statement highlights the center's success in boosting its revenue, affirming its strategic positioning.

---

**Departmental focus**

"The Departmental focus is..." This emphasis on a specific area indicates the university's commitment to fostering expertise and excellence in that domain.

---

**Membership fees**

"The membership fees are..." The fees for different categories are outlined, providing clarity on costs and incentives for potential members.

---

**Faculty assistant**

"Faculty assistant is..." The faculty assistant's role and responsibilities are detailed, offering insights into their contributions to the university.

---

**Instructor's title change**

"Instructor's title change is..." This clarification of the instructor's title and their role is important for maintaining clear communication and understanding within the university community.
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Following massive renovation, Hayes Hall is the new building on campus.

With the renovation of Hayes Hall completed, the University has converted a 50-year-old building into a high-tech facility that will house the College of Business Administration.

Although the structure may look essentially the same from the outside, the interior has been carefully designed to suit the needs of the College of Business Administration and Information Technology.

This article, which originally appeared in the March 1, 1993, issue of MONITOR, is published here as a special supplement to the University Newsletter. The supplement is available at the University Newsletter office or online at www.monitor.university.edu.

Genodoc conflicts scholar to be speaker at Lamb Peake Lecture

A noted scholar who has written extensively on the genodoc conflicts of the 20th century will deliver the eighth annual Edward J. Peake Lecture.

Dr. Robert Jason Hargrave, professor of philosophy at St. Louis University, will lecture on "The Ethics of Genodoc: The Case of Human Rights and Responsibilities in the 21st Century." The lecture will be held at 7 p.m. on Thursday, March 3, in the University Center's auditorium.

Dr. Hargrave, who has published numerous articles and books on the subject of genodoc, is known for his expertise in the field and his ability to engage audiences with complex ideas.

The lecture is open to the public and admission is free. For more information, contact the University Newsletter at 303-441-3000.
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